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MANIPULATION OF GRAPHICAL
ELEMENTS VIA GESTURES
BACKGROUND
[0001]

A mouse has been implemented to allow a user to

tion to be performed to transform display of a GUI element on
the touch sensitive display screen.
[0007] FIG. 4 is a How diagram of an embodiment of
method of operating a touch sensitive display screen of a

computing device.

provide input to a computing device to control presentation of

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

a display screen. This form of input evolved in later genera

tions of computing devices to produce a paradigm Where
one-touch gestural input Was used to provide input to control
presentation of a touch sensitive display screen. Later still, a

paradigm Where multi-touch gestural input Was used to pro
vide input to control presentation of a touch sensitive display
screen Was produced. The existence of plural different types

[0008] Various embodiments are disclosed herein that
relate to manipulation of a GUI element via one-touch ges
tures or multi-touch gestures that produce the same function.
FIG. 1 shoWs a block diagram of an embodiment of a touch

sensitive computing system 100 comprising a processing
subsystem 102 and a memory/data-holding subsystem 104

of user input paradigms created generations of users that are
most comfortable using one type of user input paradigm. In
order to produce a product that Works for different genera

operatively coupled to processing subsystem 102. The touch

tions of computing devices, previously developers have

With processing subsystem 102 and memory/data-holding

selected to implement one type ofuser input paradigm in their
product. This causes confusion in users that are comfortable

subsystem 104. The touch sensitive display screen 106 may
be con?gured to present a visual representation of data held

With a type of user input paradigm other than the one used in

by memory/data-holding subsystem 104.

sensitive computing system 1 00 may further comprise a touch
sensitive display screen 106 that may be operatively coupled

the product, Which results in frustration With the product and

[0009]

less use of the product.

I/O interface. That is, touch sensitive display screen 106 may

The touch sensitive display screen 106 may act as an

be con?gured to accept user input in the form of one or more

SUMMARY

[0002] Accordingly, various embodiments related to the
manipulation of GUI elements using one-touch gestures and/
or multi-touch gestures on a touch sensitive display screen are

disclosed herein. For example, in one embodiment, a method
of operating a graphical user interface of a computing device

is disclosed. The method comprises displaying a graphical
user interface (GUI) element on the touch sensitive display
screen. The method further comprises in response to receiv
ing touch input data indicative of a one-touch gesture, map
ping the one-touch gesture to a corresponding GUI element
function. The method further comprises in response to receiv
ing touch input data indicative of a multi-touch gesture, map

ping the multi-touch gesture to the corresponding GUI ele
ment function. The method further comprises transforming
display of the GUI element on the touch sensitive display
screen based on the corresponding GUI element function.

[0003]

This Summary is provided to introduce a selection

of concepts in a simpli?ed form that are further described

beloW in the Detailed Description. This Summary is not
intended to identify key features or essential features of the
claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to be used to limit

the scope of the claimed subject matter. Furthermore, the
claimed subject matter is not limited to implementations that
solve any or all disadvantages noted in any part of this dis
closure.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] FIG. 1 shoWs a block diagram of an embodiment of
a computing device including a touch sensitive display
screen.

[0005]

FIG. 2 is a sequence of a one-touch gesture being

touches, as Well as display graphical user interface (GUI)

elements that may be manipulated by the touches provided to
the touch sensitive display screen 106. The touch sensitive
display screen 106 may be con?gured to detect one-touch
input as Well as multi-touch input or plural temporally over

lapping touches. The touch sensitive display screen 106 may
be con?gured to distinguish each different touch input of a

multi-touch input.
[0010]

Multi-touch input may be provided to the touch

sensitive display screen in a variety of Ways. For example,
multi-touch input may be provided by touches from a user’s
index ?ngers (different hands), or touches from a user’s

thumb and index ?nger (same hand). It Will be appreciated
that multi-touch input may include tWo or more temporally

overlapping touches.
[0011] In some embodiments, the touch sensitive display
screen 106 may be con?gured to detect touch input provided
by different sources, such as a touch from a user’s ?nger, a
stylus, a pen, or a combination thereof. In some embodi

ments, the touch sensitive display screen 106 may be con?g
ured to detect near touches or approaches of touches. For

example, the touch sensitive display may be con?gured to
detect an approach of a pen touch When the pen is approach
ing a particular location on the display surface and is Within
range of or at a predetermined distance from the display
surface.

[0012] The touch sensitive display screen may implement
virtually any suitable technology to detect touch input, such
as optical technology, infrared technology, resistive technol
ogy, capacitive technology, etc.
[0013] Processing subsystem 102 may be con?gured to run
interface instructions of memory/data-holding subsystem

performed on a touch sensitive display screen of an embodi
ment of a computing device that causes a graphical user

104 so as to provide user interface functionality in connection
With touch sensitive display screen 106. In some cases, the
interface instructions may be embodied as programs that may

interface (GUI) element function to be performed to trans
form display of a GUI element on the touch sensitive display

be implemented as softWare and/or ?rmWare. In the illus
trated embodiment, the interface instructions may take the

screen.

form of a GUI program 108. The GUI program may be con

[0006]

FIG. 3 is a sequence of a multi-touch gesture being

performed on a touch sensitive display screen of an embodi
ment of a computing device that causes a GUI element func

?gured to display a GUI element 118 on touch sensitive
display screen 106. The GUI element may be virtually any

suitable graphical representation of data held in memory/
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data-holding subsystem. Examples of the GUI element may

input data may be indicative of tWo different temporally over

include icons representing ?les or applications, an organiZa

lapping touch inputs being positioned at endpoints of a line

tional hierarchy (e.g., a branching hierarchy), menus, folders,

segment in a particular region and/ or direction and the multi
touch module may recogniZe such touch inputs as a pre

thumbnails or full-siZed images that represent media content

including either still or video images, application WindoWs,
interactive objects such as touch input controls (e.g. buttons
or the like) in an application WindoW, letters/characters/sym
bols that may be selected for text input, or any other suitable

object and/or combinations thereof. The GUI element may
include one or more GUI sub-elements 120. The GUI sub

elements may be virtually any suitable graphical representa
tion of data held in memory/data-holding subsystem that is
associated With the GUI element. Examples of the GUI sub
elements may include submenu elements, selectable menu

options, sub-folders, ?les, applications, thumbnails or full
siZed images that represent media content including either
still or video images, application WindoWs, interactive objects

de?ned multi-touch gestural shape and provide a correspond
ing multi-touch gesture to the gesture library.
[0017] In some embodiments, the gesture recogniZer may
be implemented such that only the one-touch module receives
the touch input data and provides one-touch gestures to the
multi-touch module as Well as the gesture library. Further, the
multi-touch module may be con?gured to recogniZe a multi

touch gestural shape achieved via interpolation of plural one
touch gestures in a given sequence and provide the corre

sponding multi-touch gesture to the gesture library.
[0018] The gesture library 116 may comprise a plurality of
GUI element functions 124. Each of the plurality of GUI
element functions may be performed to transform display of

such as touch input controls (e.g. buttons or the like) in an

GUI element 118 and/or GUI sub-elements 120 in a different

application WindoW, letters/characters/symbols that may be
selected for text input, or any other suitable object and/or
combinations thereof. Display of the GUI element 118 and/or

Way. Examples of GUI element functions may include dis
playing a GUI element or GUI sub-element(s), concealing a
GUI element or GUI sub-element(s), changing an appearance

the GUI sub-elements 120 on touch sensitive display screen
106 may be selectively transformable based on the touch

ing operation (e.g., execute a command, launch an applica

input data 122.

tion, open a WindoW, edit an element, etc.) associated With a

[0014]

GUI element or GUI sub-element, etc.

More particularly, the GUI program 108 may com

prise a gesture recogniZer 110 that may be con?gured to
provide a GUI element function 126 to touch sensitive display
screen 106 to transform display of GUI element 118 and/or
GUI sub-elements 120 based on touch input data 122. The

gesture recogniZer 110 may be operatively coupled With

of a GUI element or GUI sub-element, performing a comput

[0019]

Within gesture library 116, each GUI element func

tion of the plurality of GUI element functions 124 may be
mapped to a corresponding one-touch gesture and/ or a corre

sponding multi-touch gesture. At least some GUI element
functions may be mapped to a corresponding one-touch ges

touch sensitive display screen 106, such that touch input data
122 generated based on touch input to the touch sensitive
display screen may be sent to the gesture recogniZer. The
gesture recogniZer 110 may be implemented to analyZe touch

ture as Well as to a corresponding multi-touch gesture. The

input data 122 in order to recogniZe one-touch gestural input
and/ or multi-touch gestural input. Further, gesture recogniZer

form display of the GUI element 118 and/or GUI sub-ele
ments 120 in response to receiving a corresponding one-touch
gesture from one-touch module 112 or a corresponding multi
touch gesture from multi-touch module 114 that is mapped to
the selected GUI element function 126 of the plurality of GUI
element functions 124.
[0020] Accordingly, a GUI element presented on the touch
sensitive display screen of the touch sensitive computing

110 may be con?gured to provide GUI element function 126
corresponding to the recogniZed one-touch input or multi
touch input that transforms display of GUI element 118 and/
or GUI sub-elements 120. Accordingly, either one-touch

input or multi-touch input may be provided to the touch
sensitive display screen to control display of the GUI element

gesture library 116 may be con?gured to provide a selected
GUI element function 126 of the plurality of GUI element
functions 124 to touch sensitive display screen 106 to trans

and/ or the GUI sub-elements.

system may be capable of accepting one-touch input, as Well

[0015] The gesture recogniZer 110 may comprise a one
touch module 112, a multi-touch module 114, and a gesture
library 116. The one-touch module 112 may be con?gured to
receive touch input data 122. The one-touch module 112 may
analyZe touch input data 122 to recogniZe a prede?ned one

as multi-touch input to perform the same functions to trans
form display of the GUI element. This may alloW a user to

touch gestural shape. Further, one-touch module 112 may
provide a one-touch gesture to gesture library 116 in response
to the touch input data corresponding to a one-touch input

choose the type of user input paradigm that they Want to use
to interact With the GUI element. Moreover, the above

described system may provide ?exibility to be implemented
across computing systems that implement different types of
user input paradigms and still may retain functionality. For
example, the system may be implemented With a hardWare

gestural shape. For example, the touch input data may be

con?guration that only uses mouse or one-touch input. In

indicative of a single touch input tracing a path along a line

such an implementation the multi-touch input and gesture
recognition may be disabled.
[0021] The touch sensitive computing systems described
herein may be implemented in various forms, including a

segment in a particular region and/ or direction and the one
touch module may recogniZe such touch input as a prede?ned

one-touch gestural shape and provide a corresponding one
touch gesture to the gesture library.
[0016] Likewise, the multi-touch module 114 may be con
?gured to receive touch input data 122. The multi-touch mod
ule 114 may analyZe touch input data 122 to recogniZe a

prede?ned multi-touch gestural shape. Further, multi-touch
module 114 may provide a multi-touch gesture to gesture

library 116 in response to the touch input data corresponding
to a multi-touch input gestural shape. For example, the touch

tablet computer, laptop, smartphone, portable digital assis
tant, digital notebook, etc.
[0022] FIG. 2 shoWs a sequence of a one-touch gesture
being performed on a touch sensitive display screen 214 of an
embodiment of a computing device that causes a graphical
user interface (GUI) element function to be performed to
transform display of a GUI element 216 on the touch sensitive
display screen. At 202, GUI element 216 may be displayed on
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touch sensitive display screen 214. A ?rst touch input 218

sub-elements may be connected to the selected GUI sub

may be initiated in or may enter a ?rst region 220 of touch

element via an animated path that acts as a visual affordance

sensitive display screen 214 that corresponds to GUI element

guiding the user to perform a gestural input to select that GUI
sub-element.
[0029] Furthermore, in response to ?rst touch input 218

216. Upon ?rst touch input 218 being initiated in or entering
?rst region 220, display of GUI element 216 may be trans
formed to include highlighting 222. The highlighting 222
may indicate selection of GUI element 216.

[0023]

At 204, in response to ?rst touch input 218 being

initiated in or entering ?rst region 220, a ?rst set of GUI
sub-elements 224 associated With GUI element 216 may be
displayed. The ?rst set of GUI sub-elements 224 may be
arranged in a radial pattern around GUI element 216. The
GUI element 216 and each of the plurality of GUI sub-ele
ments 224 may be connected via an animated path. In par
ticular, each path may be a static line that includes an ani
mated arroW that repeatedly travels from the GUI element to
an associated GUI sub-element. The animatedpath may act as
a visual affordance guiding the user to perform a gestural
touch input to select one of the GUI sub-elements.

[0024]

In the illustrated embodiment, the GUI element may

include a menu having a plurality of GUI sub-elements asso

ciated With the GUI element that may be organiZed according
to a branching hierarchy. The plurality of GUI sub-elements

entering second region 226, display of GUI element 216
and/or selected GUI sub-element 228 may be transformed by
concealing all non-selected GUI sub-elements of the ?rst set
of GUI sub-elements 224. The non-selected GUI sub-ele
ments may be concealed to simplify display of the GUI ele
ment and/or GUI sub-elements so that the user may easily

identify a desired GUI sub-element for selection.
[0030] Note non-selected GUI sub-elements may be con

cealed over plural branches of the branching hierarchy. Fur
ther, all GUI sub-elements of the GUI element may be con

cealed in response to the ?rst touch input lifting from the
touch sensitive display screen.

[0031]

At 210, ?rst touch input 218 may slide along a path

from second region 226 to a third region 234 of touch sensi
tive display screen 214 that corresponds to a GUI sub-element
236 of the second set of GUI sub-elements 232 associated
With selected GUI sub-element 228.

may include at least one submenu element (indicated by a
circle having radial spokes) and/or at least one selectable

[0032] At 212, in response to ?rst touch input 218 entering
third region 234, display of GUI sub-element 236 may be
transformed to include highlighting 238. The highlighting

menu option (indicated by a circle having no radial spokes).
Each submenu element may provide another branch in the

238 may indicate selection of GUI sub-element 236 (in this

hierarchy having one or more GUI sub-elements associated

With that submenu element. Each selectable menu option may
act as an end or leaf of the branching hierarchy.

[0025]

Continuing With 204, ?rst touch input 218 may slide

along a path on touch sensitive display screen 214 from ?rst
region 220 that corresponds to GUI element 216 to a second
region 226 of touch sensitive display screen 214 that corre
sponds to a selected GUI sub-element 228 of the plurality of
GUI sub-elements 224.

[0026] At 206, in response to ?rst touch input 218 entering
second region 226 that corresponds to selected GUI sub
element 228 of the ?rst set of GUI sub-elements 224 that is

case a selected menu option). Further, in this case, since GUI
sub-element 236 is a selected menu option, display of GUI

sub-element 236 may be transformed in response to ?rst
touch input 218 lifting from touch sensitive display screen
214 from third region 234. Transforming display of GUI
sub-element 236, in this case, may include performing a

computing operation of the selected menu option. Examples
of computing operations that may be performed may include
executing a ?le, saving a ?le, opening a WindoW, performing
an editing operation, changing display of a GUI element, etc.
[0033] In some embodiments, sliding the ?rst touch input
from the ?rst region to the second region and from the second

region to the third region (i.e., creating a gestural shape

being displayed, display of selected GUI sub-element 228

including plural line segments having particular directions/

may be transformed to include highlighting 230. The high
lighting 230 may indicate selection of selected GUI sub

lengths/positions) may be recogniZed as a one-touch gesture.
In other Words, the one touch gesture may be recogniZed from
a sequence starting With initiation of the ?rst touch input and

element 228 (in this case a submenu).

[0027] In some embodiments, sliding the ?rst touch input
from the ?rst region to the second region (e. g., creating a line

segment having a particular direction/length/position) may
be recogniZed as a one-touch gesture. The one-touch gesture
may correspond to a GUI element function that transforms
display of the GUI element and/or the GUI sub-elements. For

ending With the ?rst touch input lifting from the touch sensi
tive display screen.
[0034] In the above described sequence, the GUI element
includes a menu and the ?rst set of GUI sub -elements and the
second set of GUI sub-elements include sub-menus and/or

example, transforming may include concealing non-selected

selectable menu options organiZed according to a branching
hierarchy. It Will be appreciated that in some embodiments, a
GUI element may be representative of an object other than a
menu. Further, the GUI sub-elements may be representative
of objects other than submenu elements and/or selectable
menu options. Further still, the GUI sub-elements may be

GUI sub-elements.

organiZed according to an organizational hierarchy other than

[0028] At 208, in response to ?rst touch input 218 entering
second region 226, display of GUI element 216 and/or
selected GUI sub-element 228 may be transformed by dis

a branching hierarchy. As such, GUI elements and sets of GUI

example, transforming may include displaying the GUI sub
elements associated With the GUI element. As another

example, transforming may include highlighting a GUI ele
ment and/or a selected GUI sub-element. As yet another

playing a second set of GUI sub-elements 232 associated With
selected GUI sub-element 228. In this case, since the selected
GUI sub -element is a submenu element another branch of the

elements associated With a selected GUI element may not

necessarily be GUI sub-elements of the selected GUI ele
ment.

[0035]

FIG. 3 is a sequence of a multi-touch gesture being

branching hierarchy is displayed. The second set of GUI

performed on a touch sensitive display screen 214 of an
embodiment of a computing device that causes a GUI element

sub-elements 232 may be arranged in a radial pattern around
selected GUI sub-element. Each of the second set of GUI

function to be performed to transform display of a GUI ele
ment 216 on the touch sensitive display screen. At 302, GUI
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element 216 may be displayed on touch sensitive display
screen 214. A ?rst touch input 218 may be initiated in or may
enter a ?rst region 220 of touch sensitive display screen 214

that corresponds to GUI element 216. Upon ?rst touch input
218 being initiated in or entering ?rst region 220, display of
GUI element 216 may be transformed to include highlighting
222. The highlighting 222 may indicate selection of GUI
element 216.
[0036] In the illustrated embodiment, the GUI element may
include a menu having a plurality of GUI sub-elements asso

ciated With the GUI element that may be organiZed according
to a branching hierarchy. The plurality of GUI sub-elements
may include at least one submenu element (indicated by a
circle having radial spokes) and/or at least one selectable

menu option (indicated by a circle having no radial spokes).
Each submenu element may provide another branch in the
hierarchy having one or more GUI sub-elements associated

With that submenu element. Each selectable menu option may
act as an end or leaf of the branching hierarchy.

[0037]

At 304, in response to ?rst touch input 218 being

initiated in or entering ?rst region 220, a ?rst set of GUI
sub-elements 224 associated With GUI element 216 may be
displayed. The ?rst set of GUI sub-elements 224 may be
arranged in a radial pattern around GUI element 216. The
GUI element 216 and each of the plurality of GUI sub-ele
ments 224 may be connected via an animated path. In par
ticular, each path may be a static line that includes an ani
mated arroW that repeatedly travels from the GUI element to
an associated GUI sub-element. The animatedpath may act as
a visual affordance guiding the user to perform a gestural
touch input to select one of the GUI sub-elements.

[0038] Furthermore, in response to a second touch input
240 being initiated in or entering a second region 226 of touch
sensitive display screen 214 that corresponds to a selected
GUI sub-element 228 of the ?rst set of GUI sub-elements 224

While ?rst touch input 218 is in ?rst region 220, display of

GUI sub-elements. For example, transforming may include
displaying the GUI sub-elements associated With the GUI
element. As another example, transforming may include
highlighting a GUI element and/or a selected GUI sub-ele

ment. As yet another example, transforming may include
concealing non-selected GUI sub-elements.
[0043] At 308, While second touch input 240 is in second
region 226, the ?rst touch input may lift from touch sensitive
display screen 214 so that a third touch input may be initiated
in a third region 234 to select a GUI sub-element 236 associ
ated With selected GUI sub-element 228. In this case, Where
tWo hands of a user are performing multi-touch gestures, the

user may perform a leap frog type multi-touch gesture Where
the hand that initiates the ?rst touch input is used to initiate the
third touch input. In this case, since the second touch input
remains on the touch sensitive display screen, the second set

of GUI sub-elements remains displayed.
[0044] At 310, in response to third touch input 242 entering
third region 234, display of GUI sub-element 236 may be
transformed to include highlighting 238. The highlighting
238 may indicate selection of GUI sub-element 236 (in this
case a selected menu option). Further, in this case, since GUI
sub-element 236 is a selected menu option, display of GUI
sub-element 236 may be transformed in response to third

touch input 242 lifting from touch sensitive display screen
214 from third region 234 and second touch input 240 lifting
from the touch sensitive display screen. Transforming display
of GUI sub-element 236, in this case, may include performing
a computing operation of the selected menu option.
[0045] It Will be appreciated that the above described
sequences may include actions representative of instructions
that may be embodied as a method or as an application execut

able by a computing system. In the above described
sequences, the same functions that transform display of the
GUI element and/ or GUI sub-elements may be achieved by
performing a one-touch gesture or a multi-touch gesture that

selected GUI sub-element 228 may be transformed to include

corresponds to the function. By providing graphical elements

highlighting 230. The highlighting 230 may indicate selec

that are capable of being manipulated in the same manner
using either one-touch gestures or multi-touch gestures, dif

tion of selected GUI sub-element 228.

[0039] At 306, in response to second touch input 240 being
initiated in or entering second region 226 While ?rst touch

ferent users Who are comfortable With using different user

input 218 is in ?rst region 220, display of GUI element 216

each may interact With the GUI element in an effective man
ner. Moreover, since users may interact With the GUI element
using either one or both user input paradigms, a user may be

and/ or selected GUI sub-element 228 may be transformed by
displaying a second set of GUI sub-elements 232 associated
With selected GUI sub-element 228.

[0040] Furthermore, in response to second touch input 240
being initiated in or entering second region 226 While ?rst
touch input 218 is in ?rst region 220, display of GUI element
216 and/or selected GUI sub-element 228 may be trans

formed by concealing all non-selected GUI sub-elements of

input paradigms (e. g., one-touch input or multi-touch input)

more likely to become comfortable using both user input
paradigms, Which may enable the user to more effectively

interact With various touch sensitive computing systems.
[0046] FIG. 4 is a How diagram of an embodiment of a
method 400 of operating a touch sensitive display screen of a

sub-elements may be concealed to simplify display of the

computing device according to an embodiment of the present
disclosure. The How diagram of FIG. 4 Will be described in
the context of the sequences described above and shoWn in

GUI element and/ or GUI sub-elements so that the user may

FIG. 2 and FIG. 3.

the ?rst set of GUI sub-elements 224. The non-selected GUI

easily identify a desired GUI sub-element for selection.

[0047]

[0041]

ment on the touch sensitive display screen. For example, GUI
program 108 may be con?gured to generate the GUI element
for display on touch sensitive display screen 106 as previ

Note non-selected GUI sub-elements may be con

cealed over plural branches of the branching hierarchy. Fur
ther, all GUI sub-elements of the GUI element may be con
cealed in response to the ?rst touch input and the second touch

input lifting from the touch sensitive display screen.
[0042] In some embodiments, placing the second touch
input in the second region While the ?rst touch input is in the
?rst region may be recogniZed as a multi-touch gesture. The
multi-touch gesture may correspond to a GUI element func
tion that transforms display of the GUI element and/or the

At 402, the method includes displaying a GUI ele

ously described With reference to FIG. 1. A non-limiting
example of the GUI element being display by the touch sen
sitive display screen is shoWn at 202 and 302.

[0048] At 404, the method includes receiving touch input
data. For example, touch input data may be generated by
touch sensitive display screen 106 based on touch input to the

touch sensitive display screen and gesture recogniZer 110
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may be con?gured to receive the touch input data as previ
ously described With reference to FIG. 1.
[0049] At 406, the method includes determining if a one
touch gesture is recogniZed in the touch input data. For
example, one-touch module 112 may be con?gured to deter

of this disclosure to halt further testing once an appropriate

gesture is identi?ed (e.g., as indicated by dashed line 413).
Further, if an appropriate gesture is not identi?ed, it is Within
the scope of this disclosure to continue testing until an appro

priate gesture is identi?ed (e.g., as identi?ed by dashed line

mine if the touch input data includes a one-touch gesture as
previously described With reference to FIG. 1. If a one-touch

415).

gesture is recogniZed from the touch input data, the method

alloW either one-touch gestures or multi-touch gestures to be
used to manipulate a GUI element and/ or GUI sub-elements

moves to 408. Otherwise, a one-touch gesture is not recog

[0055]

The above described method may be performed to

niZed from the touch input data, and the methodmoves to 410.

in the same manner. By alloWing a user to interact With the

A non-limiting example of one-touch gesture(s) being per

GUI element using one-touch gestures or multi-touch ges
tures, the user choose Which type of user input paradigm that
they are most comfortable using to interact With the GUI
element. Accordingly, the user may be more likely to effec
tively interact With the GUI element.

formed is shoWn in FIG. 2.

[0050]

At 408, the method includes mapping the one-touch

gesture to a corresponding GUI element function in response
to receiving touch input data indicative of a one-touch ges

ture. For example, gesture library 116 may be con?gured to

[0056] Moreover, by implementing one-touch gestures and

map a one-touch gesture received from one-touch module
112 to a corresponding GUI element function. Further, ges

multi-touch gestures to manipulate the GUI element in the
same manner, full functionality may be achieved in comput

ture library 116 may be con?gured to provide the correspond

ing systems only capable of receiving one-touch input as Well
as computing systems capable of receiving multi-touch input.

ing GUI element function to touch sensitive display screen
106 as previously described With reference to FIG. 1.
[0051] At 410, the method includes determining if a multi

touch gesture is recogniZed in the touch input data. For
example, multi-touch module 114 may be con?gured to
determine if the touch input data includes a multi-touch ges
ture as previously described With reference to FIG. 1. If a

multi-touch gesture is recogniZed from the touch input data,
the method moves to 412. Otherwise, a multi-touch gesture is

not recognized from the touch input data, and the method

Furthermore, in cases Where the GUI element is an icon
representative of a key, such as in a virtual keyboard, because

one-touch gestures and multi-touch gestures may be mapped
to the same corresponding function mode or key shift errors
may be reduced.

[0057] It is to be understood that the con?gurations and/or
approaches described herein are exemplary in nature, and that
these speci?c embodiments or examples are not to be consid
ered in a limiting sense, because numerous variations are

returns to 402.

possible. The speci?c routines or methods described herein

[0052] At 412, the method includes mapping the multi
touch gesture to the corresponding GUI element function in

may represent one or more of any number of processing

response to receiving touch input data indicative of a multi
touch gesture. For example, gesture library 116 may be con
?gured to map a multi-touch gesture received from multi
touch module 114 to the corresponding GUI element

in the sequence illustrated, in other sequences, in parallel, or

strategies. As such, various acts illustrated may be performed
in some cases omitted. LikeWise, the order of the above

function. Further, gesture library 116 may be con?gured to
provide the corresponding GUI element function to touch

described processes may be changed.
[0058] The subject matter of the present disclosure includes
all novel and nonobvious combinations and subcombinations
of the various processes, systems and con?gurations, and

sensitive display screen 106 as previously described With
reference to FIG. 1.

herein, as Well as any and all equivalents thereof.

other features, functions, acts, and/or properties disclosed

[0053] At 414, the method includes transforming display of
the GUI element on the touch sensitive display screen based

on the corresponding GUI element function. For example, the
GUI element function may be provided to touch sensitive
display screen 106 by gesture library 116 as a result of a
corresponding one-touch gesture or a corresponding multi

touch gesture being performed as previously described With
reference to FIG. 1. An example of transforming display of
the GUI element may include displaying GUI sub-elements
associated With the GUI element as shoWn in 204 of FIG. 2

and 304 in FIG. 3. Another example of transforming display
of the GUI element may include concealing GUI sub-ele
ments associated With the GUI element as shoWn in 208 of

FIG. 2 and 306 in FIG. 3.Yet another example of transforming
display of the GUI element may include performing a com
puting operation associated With a GUI sub-element that is
associated With the GUI element as shoWn in 212 of FIG. 2

and 310 in FIG. 3. Yet another example of transforming
display of the GUI element may include highlight the GUI
element and/or an associated GUI sub-element to indicate
selection as shoWn in 202 and 206 of FIG. 2 and 304 in FIG.
3.

[0054] While method 400 includes testing for both a one
touch gesture and a multi-touch gesture, it is Within the scope

1 . A method of operating a touch sensitive display screen of

a computing device comprising:
displaying a graphical user interface (GUI) element on the

touch sensitive display screen;
in response to receiving touch input data indicative of a
one-touch gesture, mapping the one-touch gesture to a

corresponding GUI element function;
in response to receiving touch input data indicative of a

multi-touch gesture, mapping the multi-touch gesture to
the corresponding GUI element function; and
transforming display of the GUI element on the touch
sensitive display screen based on the corresponding GUI
element function.
2. The method of claim 1, Wherein the GUI element
includes a menu having a plurality of GUI sub-elements
associated With the GUI element.
3. The method of claim 2, Wherein the plurality of GUI
sub-elements are organiZed according to a branching hierar

chy.
4. The method of claim 3, Wherein the plurality of GUI
sub-elements include at least one submenu element and/or at
least one selectable menu option.
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5. The method of claim 4, wherein transforming includes
performing a computing operation of a selected menu option
of the at least one selectable menu option.

6. The method of claim 4, Wherein transforming includes
displaying a set of GUI sub-elements associated With a
selected submenu element of the at least one submenu ele
ment.

7. The method of claim 4, Wherein transforming includes
highlighting a selected submenu and/or a selected menu

option.
8. The method of claim 2, Wherein the plurality of GUI
sub-elements are arranged in a radial pattern around the GUI
element and the GUI element and each of the plurality of GUI
sub-elements are connected via an animated path.

9. The method of claim 2, Wherein the one-touch gesture
includes sliding a ?rst touch input along a path on the touch
sensitive display screen from a ?rst region corresponding to
the GUI element to a second region of the touch sensitive
display screen corresponding to a selected GUI sub-element
of the plurality of GUI sub-elements.
10. The method of claim 9, Wherein the multi-touch gesture
includes a ?rst touch input being at a ?rst endpoint of the path
in the ?rst region While a second touch input is at a second

endpoint of the path in the second region.
11. A touch sensitive computing system comprising:
a touch sensitive display screen con?gured to generate
touch input data based on touch input on the touch sen

sitive display screen; and
a graphical user interface (GUI) program con?gured to
display a GUI element on the touch sensitive display
screen that is selectively transformable based on the

touch input data, the GUI program comprising:
a gesture recogniZer comprising:
a one-touch module con?gured to receive the touch

input data and recogniZe a one-touch gesture;
a multi-touch module con?gured to receive the touch

input data and recogniZe a multi-touch gesture; and
a gesture library including a plurality of GUI element
functions, at least some of the plurality of GUI ele
ment functions each being mapped to a corresponding
one-touch gesture and a corresponding multi-touch

gesture, the gesture library being con?gured to pro
vide a selected function of the plurality of GUI ele
ment functions to the touch sensitive display screen to
transform display of the GUI element in response to

receiving a corresponding one-touch gesture from the
one-touch module or a corresponding multi-touch

gesture from the multi-touch module that is mapped
to the selected function.

12. The system of claim 11, Wherein the GUI element
includes a plurality of GUI sub-elements organiZed according
to a branching hierarchy and the selected function includes
displaying a set of GUI sub-elements associated With a

GUI sub-element and each GUI sub -element of the set of GUI
sub-elements is connected to the selected GUI sub-element
via an animated path.

14. The system of claim 13, Wherein the one-touch gesture
includes sliding a ?rst touch input along a path from a ?rst
region of the touch sensitive display screen corresponding to
the GUI element to a second region of the touch sensitive
display screen corresponding to the selected GUI sub-ele
ment.

15. The system of claim 14, Wherein the multi-touch ges
ture includes the ?rst touch input being at a ?rst endpoint of
the path in the ?rst region and a second touch input being at a

second endpoint of the path in the second region While the
?rst touch input is in the ?rst region.
16. The system of claim 14, Wherein the selected function
includes concealing all GUI sub-elements of the plurality of
GUI sub-elements that are not selected as the selected GUI

sub-element.
17. A method of operating a touch sensitive display screen

of a computing device comprising:
displaying a graphical user interface (GUI) element on the

touch sensitive display screen;
in response to receiving touch input data indicative of a ?rst
touch input being initiated in or entering a ?rst region of
the touch sensitive display screen corresponding to the
GUI element, displaying a ?rst set of GUI elements
associated With the GUI element;
in response to receiving touch input data indicative of the

?rst touch input entering a second region of the touch
sensitive display screen corresponding to a selected GUI

element of the ?rst set of GUI elements that is being
displayed, displaying a second set of GUI elements asso

ciated With the selected GUI element; and
in response to receiving touch input data indicative of a
second touch input being initiated in or entering the
second region While the ?rst touch input is in the ?rst
region, displaying the second set of GUI elements.
18. The method of claim 17, Wherein the GUI element
includes a menu and the ?rst set of GUI elements and the

second set of GUI elements include sub-menus and/or select

able menu options organiZed according to a branching hier

archy.
19. The method of claim 17, further comprising:
in response to receiving touch input data indicative of the
?rst touch input and the second touch input lifting from
the touch sensitive display screen, concealing the ?rst
set of GUI elements and concealing the second set of
GUI elements.

20. The method of claim 17, further comprising:
in response to the ?rst touch input entering the second
region of the touch sensitive display screen correspond
ing to the selected GUI element of the ?rst set of GUI

elements, concealing all non-selected GUI elements of
the ?rst set of GUI elements; and
in response to the second touch input being initiated in or

selected GUI sub-element of the plurality of GUI sub-ele

entering the second region While the ?rst touch input is
in the ?rst region, concealing all non-selected GUI ele

ments.

ments of the ?rst set of GUI elements.

13. The system of claim 12, Wherein the set of GUI sub
elements are arranged in a radial pattern around the selected
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